Cole Ahnberg is the director of pharmacy operations at Moda Health. In this role, he provides strategic leadership for the pharmacy enterprise and oversees all aspects of pharmacy operations. His top priority is ensuring the continuity of care for over 1 million people across the Pacific Northwest. Ahnberg has nearly a decade of experience in the healthcare industry, having served in various leadership positions in both long-term care and managed care pharmacy. Prior to joining Moda, Ahnberg was the operations manager at AmeriMed Long-Term Care Pharmacy. He holds a bachelor of science degree in criminology from Florida State University. 

Alexis Baghdadi oversees strategic projects for the Oregon Museum of Science and Industry (OMSI), a regional leader in immersive science education. As project manager, Baghdadi advances organizational priorities to improve learning and equity outcomes for OMSI’s visitors and staff. Prior to joining the museum in 2018, she collaborated with students and families to challenge traditional learning paradigms within public school systems. She holds a bachelor’s degree in education from Smith College and a master’s degree in language, literacy, and culture from the University of Massachusetts.

Abraham Bates has spent the past five years creating new markets and innovating business development in the organic grain and food ingredient space. He currently works at TYR Inc, a global trading company, as an organic food-grade trader. After five years of independent trading, he has also taken on the role of department manager for the food-grade division of TYR Inc. Previous roles include being an inventory manager for a tradeshow marketing company, a founder of a media marketing company, an executive leader for a West Coast non-profit start-up, and many other positions that allow him to build companies and organizations from the ground up. He lives in Portland, Oregon with his wife Nancy, four kids—Abigail, Ethan, Sophia, and Charlotte—and Australian shepherd Wylie. He enjoys long runs, even longer trail runs, and the incredible hiking of the Pacific Northwest.

Elizabeth (Lizzie) Burke is the associate director of the city gospel movements team at the Luis Palau Association—a non-profit which unites churches around the world to positively impact the social and spiritual climate of their city. Burke trains leaders in North America and Europe to collaborate to promote the common good and increase the number and quality of faith conversations. She oversees qualitative research to measure collaborative impact and acts as lead strategist, podcast host, and writer. Burke aspires to integrate business acumen to advance mission-based firms. She received her bachelor’s degree in church leadership at Multnomah University.

Mary Cecchini is a marketing consultant and founder of Living Big Travel. In the past 12+ years, Cecchini has worked with national brands such as Tillamook and Nike; local start-ups such as Union Wine Company and Feast; and creative agencies on brand strategy, product launches, experiential activations, integrated campaigns, media strategy, public relations, advertising production and more. Over time, her love of brand-building and passion for travel merged, and she started an innovative travel company that provided unique travel opportunities for women. Today, her company has expanded to offer custom travel design services for businesses, small groups and individuals.

Jana Chapman is a division director at Robert Half, a global recruiting firm specializing in accounting and finance. In this role, she manages the direct-hire team, which works to place senior-level accounting and finance professionals in the Portland area into rewarding careers. She works directly with companies and professionals to find business opportunities, consult on hiring best practices, and lead the team to be one of the top-performing teams in the nation. Previously, Chapman worked in logistics as well as managing an English immersion program in Vietnam. She received her bachelor’s degree in business management from Central Washington University.
AARON COX  
**Senior Supply Chain Management Analyst**  
Boeing Commercial

Aaron Cox is a senior supply chain management analyst who currently works at Boeing Commercial Airplanes in the fabrication division. Previously, Cox was a staff sergeant in the Air Force as a member of the Logistics Readiness Squadron. He lived overseas in Germany and Florida while in the service. He is happily engaged and in the processing of purchasing his first home. Cox enjoys new music, cooking, football (go Ducks), video games, and spending time with his friends and family.

[LinkedIn](https://www.linkedin.com/in/aaroncoxprofile)

MEGAN CROSBY  
**Director of Operations**  
Newmark

Megan Crosby is the chief operating officer for Schlesinger Companies, a local, Portland-based real estate and property management company. In this role, Crosby oversees the day-to-day operations, HR, leasing, marketing, and strategy. Additionally, she is a licensed principal broker in Oregon. Crosby graduated from The School of the Art Institute of Chicago with a BFA concentrated in photography.

[LinkedIn](https://www.linkedin.com/in/megan-crosby-b37a8554)

TIM DAMRON  
**Regional Sales Representative**  
Cabinetworks Group

Tim Damron is a regional sales representative for Cabinetworks Group, a national supplier of kitchen and bath cabinetry. In this role, Damron drives the sales of Cabinetworks products through The Home Depot channel in a four-state territory consisting of Oregon, Washington, Idaho, and California. Damron joined Cabinetworks in 2015 and holds 15 years of experience in sales, sales analysis, customer relations, and merchandising in the building industry. He earned his bachelor’s degree in business administration from Eastern Michigan University.

[LinkedIn](https://www.linkedin.com/in/timothydamron/)

IAN DENNY  
**Chief Financial Officer**  
RDC

Ian Denny is chief financial officer at RDC, a 150-person architecture/design firm headquartered in Long Beach, California, with a presence in several states and Shanghai, China. As CFO, he oversees the finance and talent functions, building sustainable success for the firm’s shareholders and employees, through sound practices and strategic planning. Denny serves as a board member with other principals of the firm. Prior to joining RDC, he worked in the intersection of technology and finance in the architecture and engineering industry, primarily at ERP provider Axium/Deltek in Portland. Denny graduated from University of Portland.

[LinkedIn](https://www.linkedin.com/in/ian-denny-529b3214)

MIRA DESHPANDE  
**Manager**  
Sephora Inside JCPenney

Mira Deshpande is the manager of Sephora Inside JCPenney in Portland, Oregon. Sephora is a prestige multinational retailer of personal care and beauty products that has a strategic partnership with JCPenney. Deshpande is responsible for leading the overall performance and operations of Sephora inside JCPenney at the Portland location. In her role, she analyzes business trends, sales, and performance metrics to identify areas of opportunity and strategize actions to ensure maximum performance. Deshpande strives to create a safe and inclusive working environment for all and embraces the Sephora mission, “We Belong to Something Beautiful,” celebrating all beauty, living with courage, and standing fearlessly together to celebrate our differences.

[LinkedIn](https://www.linkedin.com/in/miradeshpande/)

DAVID FLEMING-JONES  
**Dealer Sales Representative**  
Aero Precision, LLC

David Fleming-Jones has spent 25 years in the retail business environment, with 15 of those years as a small business owner. Fleming-Jones served honorably in the United States Marine Corps. He completed his undergraduate studies at Oregon Tech, where he graduated magna cum laude and was the department scholar. Fleming-Jones has lived in rural Southern Oregon for 25 years and has raised two incredible children.

[LinkedIn](https://www.linkedin.com/in/david-fleming-jones-62b16923/)

 
MEGAN FOSMARK
LEAD ASSOCIATE ACCOUNT MANAGER
Kaiser Permanente

Megan Fosmark is an associate account manager at Kaiser Permanente, a leader in health care and a non-profit health plan provider. In this role, Fosmark works to renew health insurance contracts for large employer groups. This includes negotiating offered plan rates and benefits, supporting senior leadership staff at each company by educating them on their contracts, and guiding them through open-enrollment processes. She earned her bachelor’s degree in marketing from University of Portland.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/meganfosmark/

MARIBEL GARIBAY
NA PARTNERS MARKETPLACE MANAGER
Nike

Maribel Vásquez Garibay is a senior consumer planner at Nike. In this role, she leverages marketplace and consumer inputs to develop financial plans with an assortment that ties back to strategic goals. Garibay is also an active leader in the Diversity and Inclusion Nike Network, assisting in the success and empowerment of the Latino community. Garibay has a diverse background in the sports industry. She has previously held roles across supply chain, analytics and planning throughout her career at a range of companies, including adidas and Columbia Sportswear. Garibay holds a bachelor of arts degree in business management from Portland State University.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/maribel-vasquez-garibay-07ab2290/

CHELSEY GOVER
HR CONSULTANT

Chelsey Gover is an human resources consultant, working to guide organizations in implementation, administration, and improvement to their HR and business operations. She brings unique perspectives and deep understanding of both human nature and organizational dynamics, applying both through a lens of multidisciplinary subject matter expertise to bring value to client organizations on a wide range of tactical HR disciplines. Her areas of expertise include: HR and enterprise systems, processes, and integrations, MBA, compliance, reporting, benefits, leaves of absence, employment law, and multi-state and multi-country expertise. Across her 20-year career, Gover has worked in HR and business operations in the technology, software, professional services, insurance, financial services, and banking spaces and industries. Gover earned her bachelor of science degree from Portland State University, with a double major in management and leadership, and human resources management.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/chelseygever/

MATT HEFKO
DIRECTOR OF TECHNOLOGY
Stumptown Coffee Roasters

Matt Hefko is a director of technology at Stumptown Coffee Roasters, a specialty coffee company based in Portland, Oregon. In this role, Hefko works to develop and deploy digital tools and strategies for internal teams and customers. He received his bachelor’s degree in industrial design from the Milwaukee Institute of Art and Design.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/matthefko/

MITCH HEINER
PROGRAM DIRECTOR
Modern Marketing & Commerce

Mitch Heiner is a sales, marketing and product management consultant. He has 20 years of experience helping companies drive revenue and new products in a variety of industries, including medical devices, eyewear, action/motor sports, irrigation, and information technology. Heiner has a bachelor’s degree from the University of Puget Sound.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mitchheiner/

PAUL JOHNSON
ASSISTANT POLICY AND BUDGET ANALYST
Oregon Judicial Department

Paul Johnson has dedicated nearly 10 years to public service in roles at the local, state, and federal levels of government. Johnson is currently employed as a civil operations clerk with the Oregon Judicial Department where he is responsible for the case management of habeas corpus and post-conviction relief petitions. He earned his bachelor’s degree in political science at Oregon State University while spending close to four years volunteering as a firefighter/EMT-B. Johnson honorably served five years in the United States Marine Corps, where he carried out special operations overseas as a scout sniper and a member of Marine Force Recon.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/paul-johnson-989250202/
HANNAH KARSON  
CO-OWNER AND BROKER  
L&J Insurance Services, Inc.

Hannah Karson is co-owner and broker of L&J Insurance Services, an independent medical malpractice insurance brokerage specializing in hard-to-place physicians and small groups. In her role, Karson is responsible for the day-to-day operations of the company and its employees, handling complex accounts, and acquiring new business. Prior to working for L&J Insurance Services, she managed a series of projects for non-profits related to collecting and analyzing physician and hospital performance data, and educating healthcare providers on how to respond to medical errors. Karson earned her bachelor’s degree in public health from the University of California, Berkeley in 2012.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/hannahdkarson/

MARRISA KRAFT  
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS  
Killer Burger

Marisa Kraft is director of operations at Killer Burger, a Portland-based fast casual hamburger restaurant chain with thirteen brick-and-mortar stores, plus additional stadium locations. In this role, Kraft is responsible for all restaurant operations as well as supply chain, R&D, HR, and guest experience. Previously, she has worked in senior operations and marketing roles for CPG and food and beverage brands Salt & Straw, KEEN and Moby. She received her bachelor’s degree in environmental studies from Scripps College.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/marisakraft/

BRETT LEVIN  
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTANT AND ENTREPRENEUR

Brett Levin is an environmental professional and entrepreneur with expertise in renewable energy, agriculture, forestry, community development, and landscape restoration. Levin currently works as a sales engineer with All Valley Solar, specializing in residential and commercial solar electric and thermal systems and sits on the board of the Dietrick Institute for Applied Insect Ecology. Levin has worked as a researcher and consultant for various projects in the environmental sector, from developing new frameworks for biodiversity conservation to expanding environmental, social, and governance policies and impact metrics for asset managers. He believes integrating business with positive environmental and social outcomes marks one of the greatest necessities and opportunities of this generation. Levin earned his bachelor’s degree in environmental studies and economics at Tulane University and his master’s degree in environmental management at Yale University.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/brett-levin-a097a814

MARY LOCKWOOD  
MANAGING DIRECTOR, US  
Mindera Software

Mary Lockwood is the US managing director for Mindera Software, a global software company with offices in Europe, the UK, the US, and Asia. Mindera Software builds high-performance, resilient, and scalable software systems which accelerate the digital capabilities of businesses across a range of sectors. Since its inception in 2014, Mindera Software has grown to more than 750 employees and has established itself as a “techie’s paradise” for software engineers and a high-end consultancy to its blue chip client base. As the most senior executive in the region, Lockwood is responsible for the operational, fiscal, and cultural health of Mindera’s US business. She was twice recognized as a finalist in San Diego Business Journal’s Business Woman of the Year awards and speaks on issues related to women in technology and technology leadership.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/marylockwoodweb/

NICK LORENZ  
DIRECTOR OF ADMINISTRATION  
WYLD

Nicholas Lorenz is an IPM and special administrative project lead at Oregon CBD, an industrial hemp seed research and development company. In this role, he collects, organizes, and analyzes data; oversees the company’s IPM program, including maintaining the company’s organic and non-GMO certifications; and leads special projects and initiatives related to organization development. Previously, Lorenz cofounded and acted as a managing director of Nectar Creek meadery from 2012 to 2019 until the company was acquired by 2 Towns CiderHouse. He received his bachelor’s degree in ecological agriculture from University of Vermont.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/nicholaslorenz-0544b6211/
**Lindsay MacLean**  
HR Manager  
Kelvix

Lindsay MacLean is an experienced nonprofit leader committed to equity, transparency, and building strong teams. During her 15-year tenure with De Paul Treatment Centers, MacLean held several leadership positions and most recently served as the director of operations and compliance. De Paul provides behavioral health services for substance use and co-occurring mental health disorders. MacLean was involved in directly overseeing the human resources, patient access and quality management departments. In this role, she worked to drive strategic plan implementation across the organization and to ensure compliance with policies and procedures, regulatory mandates, ethics in service delivery and fair labor practice. MacLean received her bachelor’s degree in English from the University of Oregon and joined De Paul Treatment Centers shortly afterward.

[linkedin.com/in/lindsay-maclean-700a88210/](https://linkedin.com/in/lindsay-maclean-700a88210/)

**Sunil Mahawar**  
Director of Engineering  
Tektronix

Sunil Mahawar is a senior director of software engineering at Tektronix. Tektronix provides HW and Software solutions for testing silicon, computer, and associated technologies like USB and WiFi, among others. In this role, Mahawar oversees the software operations (designing, developing, delivering and sustaining software) and defines long-term strategies and technology roadmaps for the company. At Tektronix, he leads a team of more than 100 engineers and managers across multiple geographical locations. Mahawar has more than 20 years of professional experience in software development, with various technologies, and in leading high-performing teams, making high-value concepts into quality products.

[linkedin.com/in/sunil-mahawar-6776273/](https://linkedin.com/in/sunil-mahawar-6776273/)

**Brandi Martin**  
President and CEO  
Instafab

Brandi Martin is the director of strategy and operations for F-L Management, Inc. In this role, she focuses on strategy, marketing, operations, real estate, and business development for a corporate group with more than 100 small-to-midsize businesses. She holds a bachelor’s degree in marketing from Eastern Oregon University, several certificates in marketing, DEI, and administration, and is a candidate member of the CCIM Institute. Martin volunteers with various professional organizations, including the local chapter of the American Marketing Association, where she served as president for the 2020-2021 board year. In her free time, she enjoys exploring the Pacific Northwest. Whether backpacking, kayaking, rock climbing, or biking, she’s out finding an adventure.

[https://www.linkedin.com/in/brandi-martin-cdmp-pcm-cha-a6a09979/](https://www.linkedin.com/in/brandi-martin-cdmp-pcm-cha-a6a09979/)

**Mike McGrew**  
Solutions Engineer  
Procore

Mike McGrew is a project manager in the buildings department at R&H Construction, a commercial general contractor serving the Oregon and SW Washington area. In this role, he leads project teams through the construction lifecycle for new ground-up buildings. Tasked with executing the project’s deliverables, he tailors his relationships with the various stakeholders in a way that balances integration, scope, budget, schedule, risk, and safety management. He earned his bachelor’s degree from Willamette University with a major in exercise science and has obtained his Project Management Professional (PMP) certification.

[linkedin.com/in/mcgrew10/](https://linkedin.com/in/mcgrew10/)

**Alyssa McKee**  
Vice President, Brand and Business Development  
Bernstein Private Wealth Management

Alyssa McKee partners with sales to develop brand experience strategies to drive awareness, business growth, and improve client retention. Her strategies focus on curated content, campaigns, and experiences for key target audiences. McKee provides comprehensive coaching to wealth advisors on brand development, practice management, and targeted multichannel campaigns while helping them view their business through a new lens. Her thirteen-year career in wealth management spans client service, management, and marketing. She is a member of the Diversity Champions Council and co-producer and writer of The Inflection Point podcast. McKee has a bachelor’s degree in economics from the University of California, Davis.

[linkedin.com/in/alyssa-mckee/](https://linkedin.com/in/alyssa-mckee/)
RACHEL MINIKES
OPERATIONS MANAGER
Kaprikorn

Rachel Minikes is the operations manager at Kaprikorn, the leading OLCC-licensed wholesale cannabis clone nursery in Oregon. Minikes has been with Kaprikorn since 2017 and swiftly worked her way into leadership. In her current role, she oversees all aspects of production and distribution for the company. Minikes uses a collaborative approach to develop and fine tune processes, maximize efficiency, and improve clarity throughout the organization. She leads sales and outreach efforts and has increased sales twofold each year she’s worked at Kaprikorn. She received her bachelor’s degree in sociology from the University of Oregon.

linkedin.com/in/rachelminikes/

ANDREW MORELAND
MANAGING DIRECTOR
Star Metro Management LLC

Andrew Moreland is the managing director of Star Metro Management LLC, a Portland based property management company that has served thousands of Portland residents since the company was founded in 1980. Moreland leads a team focused on providing quality, attainable housing throughout Portland’s most desirable neighborhoods. In this role, he is responsible for overseeing all organizational operations including marketing, asset management, and regulatory compliance. Prior to his property management career, he worked at Daimler Trucks North America providing operational support in the after-sales procurement department. Moreland earned his bachelor’s degree from the University of Montana, with a double major in management and marketing.

linkedin.com/in/andrewmoreland-93530388/

TRENIERE MOSER
PRODUCT LINE MANAGER
Nike

Treniere Moser is a current product line manager (PLM) for men’s lifestyle global apparel at Nike Inc., serving the need of the city athlete. She and her team are challenged with driving energy in the marketplace by leading apparel trends in sport and culture. Previously she worked as PLM within Nike’s NRG apparel team for three years. The NRG apparel team’s primary focus is to serve as an incubator, concept seed, targeting energy creation in the marketplace and push the edges for both the Nike brand and products. Moser owned the collaborative relationships with some of the most innovative minds in fashion and entertainment, including Drake, Kim Jones (Dior and Fendi), and Virgil Abloh (Louis Vuitton and Off-White). Prior to her corporate roles at Nike Inc., Moser is a 13-year professional track-and-field athlete veteran. As a Nike sponsored athlete, she celebrated five USA National titles and a world record in the distance medley relay. She earned her bachelor’s degree in English and sociology at Georgetown University.

linkedin.com/in/treniere-moser-3a13b840

GENA PERRINE
DIRECTOR, FINANCE AND OPERATIONS
Lewis & Clark College

Gena Perrine is a director of finance and operations at the Lewis & Clark Graduate School of Education and Counseling (GSEC), a graduate school preparing K-20 education leaders, counselors, and therapists. In this role, she leads a team in managing the school’s financial, human resources, and technical services. As a member of GSEC’s leadership team, Perrine works to develop and implement GSEC’s strategic plan and prioritize capital campaign initiatives. Previously, she has worked at UCLA, leading business services for the communications team during a capital campaign, and The Walt Disney Company. She received her bachelor’s degree in history from UCLA.

linkedin.com/in/gena-villalobos-perrine-42753023/

JORDAN PFEIFER
DELIVERY MANAGER
Lunavi

Jordan Pfeifer is an accomplished project manager in multiple fields. He has guided multi-million dollar projects to successful completion. His ability to build professional relationships has guided him through difficult situations to mutually beneficial results. Pfeifer is always seeking a new learning experience. Spending time with his two children, family, and friends are his most valuable experiences. He enjoys researching and cooking new recipes and then spending time hiking, cycling, or on his water rower to work off these meals.

linkedin.com/in/jordanpfeifer/
MARK PIMENTEL
CREATIVE DIRECTOR
Nike

Mark Pimentel is the creative director for boys apparel at Nike. In this role, he leads a team to spark the joy of play for kids all over the world through insight-driven product. Previously, Pimentel worked in Nike Basketball to lead apparel design for the Nike and NBA partnership and Tokyo 2020 Olympics. He received his bachelor’s degree in apparel design and merchandising management from Oregon State University.

linkedin.com/in/mark-pimentel/

SHAN RAMMAH
PACIFIC NORTHWEST AVIATION MANAGER
WSP

Shan Rammah is the Pacific Northwest aviation business development lead for WSP. In this role, he is responsible for overseeing all airport infrastructure related projects for WSP’s northwest airport clients and leading the regions aviation business development efforts. Rammah is an experienced manager with a career dedicated to airport capital improvement projects. He specializes in both aviation engineering and planning, which gives him a unique perspective on long-range planning and implementation feasibility. His project history ranges from small fast-track projects to large-scale programs with multi-year timelines. Rammah received his bachelor’s degree in civil engineering from Virginia Tech.

linkedin.com/in/shanrammah/

YANA SEMENOVA
MANAGER
Portland General Electric

Yana Semenova is a supervisor at Portland General Electric, a Portland-based electric utility provider. In this role, she leads a crew-coordination team responsible for operations and maintenance of multiple lines of business related to metering. Her responsibilities include SDX and regulatory compliance and major storm-response operations, and focus on continuous improvement and operational efficiency. Semenova has worked in the electric utility industry for the past 16 years in areas of customer service, advanced metering infrastructure, and utility operations. She received her bachelor’s degree in psychology from Portland State University.

linkedin.com/in/yana-semenova-46ab60bb

DANIEL SILVEY
MANAGING MEMBER
DBS Group, LLC

Daniel Silvey is a managing member and founder of DBS Group, LLC, a Portland-based real estate development firm. In his role, Silvey manages the planning, design, construction, and sales/lease-up of the company’s properties, while evaluating the feasibility of new projects. He is also an active real estate broker in the state of Oregon, with clients ranging from home buyers and sellers, to investors and businesses looking to acquire, lease, or dispose of commercial property. Silvey holds a master’s degree in real estate development from Portland State University and an undergraduate degree in applied economics from the University of Oregon.

linkedin.com/in/daniel-silvey-35b0159b/

CAMERON STYPULA
SENIOR OPERATIONS MANAGER
Collins Aerospace

Cameron Stypula is the site leader of new product introduction for the Collins Aerospace Vision Systems business located in Wilsonville, OR. In his role, Stypula leads a team of program managers, engineers, and analysts focused on driving prototype hardware into industrialized production manufacturing for heads-up guidance display systems utilized by commercial and military customers around the world. His nine years of experience with Collins includes a diverse background in supply chain, operations, continuous improvement, and cost management across the domestic and global business units. Stypula received his bachelor’s degree in business management from Iowa State University.

linkedin.com/in/cameronstypula

ANGELA TANAKA
PRODUCT OWNER - GENERAL PURPOSE CREDIT CARD
Genesis Financial Solutions

Angela Tanaka is an optimizer, a forward thinker, and a positivity influencer, with more than 10 years of IT system-implementation experience, bridging the gaps between technology and business strategy. She is a skilled tactician and has helped large businesses in both public and private sectors across various industries to achieve business successes through planning and executing full-cycle system implementation projects. Currently, Tanaka serves as a product owner at Genesis Financial Solutions. She also serves as the president of the Sporty Speakers Toastmasters Club in Beaverton, OR. Tanaka earned a bachelor’s degree in accounting from Portland State University. She also holds two professional certificates: Certified Business Analyst Professional (CBAP), issued through International Institute of Business Analysis (IIBA), and a Change Management Practitioner certificate issued through Prosci.

linkedin.com/in/angela-tanaka-cbap%C2%AE-prosci%C2%AE-0a19135a/
COURTNEY THOMPSON
SPORTS MARKETING FIELD REP
Nike WHQ

Courtney Thompson is a college sports marketing field representative at Nike WHQ. In this role, Thompson and her teammates collectively manage the sports marketing college sponsorships from head to toe. This includes but is not limited to building and expanding relationships with school partners from varying levels within the athletic department, coaches and equipment staff, custom product, and day-to-day operations. Previously, Thompson held roles at Nike in college basketball and recruiting for the company’s internship program. She received her bachelor’s degree in communication and sales from the University of Washington while competing as a Division 1 rower on the crew team.

linkedin.com/in/cthomp1/

JORDAN TURNER
ADMINISTRATOR/CAMPUS DIRECTOR
Marquis Companies

Jordan Turner is a licensed nursing home administrator at Marquis Companies, a company that provides long-term care and related care services in the Pacific Northwest. In this role, he is responsible for the operation of facility activities in accordance with current applicable federal guidelines and state and local standards and for ensuring that the highest degree of quality patient/resident care is maintained at all times. Previously, Turner has worked in other healthcare positions centered around care for the elderly. He received his bachelor’s degree in public health and healthcare management from Oregon State University.

linkedin.com/in/jordan-turner-59643296

RACHEL VORE
SENIOR BUSINESS OPERATIONS SPECIALIST
The Boeing Company

Rachel Vore is currently a supply chain management analyst at The Boeing Company in Portland OR. She works in a fast-paced production environment, managing external supplier integration with internal production. She manages supplier and customer relationships and aligns strategic business decisions across the supply chain. Vore enjoys collaborating with cross-functional teams in complex problem-solving and using data to help drive strategic decisions. Vore holds a bachelor’s degree in supply chain logistics management from Portland State University and a project management certificate from Oregon State University.

linkedin.com/in/rachelvore

DAVID WOLF
INSIDE SALES MANAGER
Hewlett Packard Enterprise

David Wolf is an inside sales manager at Hewlett Packard Enterprise, where he leads a team of sales account executives for the computer networking division of the company. His team is responsible for all commercial sales accounts in the central US region. Wolf is not only responsible for coaching and development; he also manages business processes and leads sales campaigns through cross-functional and cross-departmental alignment. Before Wolf began his career in technology sales, he received his bachelor’s degree from the University of Oregon. In his free time, Wolf loves spending time outdoors, hiking, camping, and exploring with his fiancée Christine and his dog Blue. He is also a native Oregonian and is a huge sports fan—basketball, football, and golf in particular.

linkedin.com/in/davidmwolfjr/

ADAM YOUNG
PROCESS CONTROL MANAGER
Precision Castparts Corp.

Adam Young is currently a process control manager for Precision Castparts Corporation, a worldwide diversified manufacturer of complex metal components and products for the aerospace and industrial gas industries. In this role, Young oversees a group of engineers and technicians focused on process control and new process development. In previous engineering roles, he developed processes for the manufacture of investment cast components. Young holds both a bachelor’s of science degree and a master’s of science degree in materials science and engineering from The Ohio State University.

linkedin.com/in/adam-young-81317a64

TAYLOR ZBORAY
OPERATIONS SPECIALIST
Nike, Inc.

Taylor Zboray currently works at Nike, Inc. in university relations as an intern program coordinator. She helps interns from around the country have the best intern experience while at Nike. Zboray was a college athlete in undergrad as a female wrestler and holds a bachelor’s degree in marketing and management.

linkedin.com/in/taylorzboray/